Schedule for Spring 2015 In-Service

Thursday, January 8

**Training: ALEKS Math 101, 102, 103: 8:30-12:00**
SMLC 120  ALEKS and lab assistant training. Everyone teaching one of these classes must attend. Everyone else is welcome. (Jenny Ross)

Friday, January 9

**Breakfast: 7:45-8:30**
SMLC Lobby  Continental Breakfast provided by the Mathematics and Statistics Department

**General Meetings: 8:30-9:50**
SMLC Auditorium  8:30-9:30 General Meeting for all PTI’s and TA’s (Jurg Bolli)
SMLC Auditorium  9:30-9:50 Chair’s Meeting for PTI’s and TA’s (Gabriel Huerta for Terry Loring)

**Parallel Sessions I:  10:00-10:50**
SMLC Auditorium  Math 121 (Derek Martinez, Coordinator)
SMLC 120  Math 123/150 (Tim Berkopec, Coordinator)
SMLC 352  Stat 145 (Nina Greenberg, Coordinator)
SMLC 124  Math 129 (Karen Champine, Coordinator)

**Parallel Sessions II:  11:00-11:50**
SMLC 124  Math 111/112/215 (Cathy Briand, Coordinator)
SMLC 120  Math 180/181 (Kevin Burns, Coordinator)
SMLC B81  MyMathLab/MathXL workshop. Everyone teaching Math 121 is invited (Derek Martinez)
SMLC B59  WebAssign workshop. Everyone who is teaching 123 or 150 is invited (Tim Berkopec)

**Lunch: 12:00-12:50**
SMLC Lobby  Lunch provided by the Mathematics and Statistics Department

**Parallel Sessions III:  1:00-3:00**
SMLC B81  Math 162/163/264 (Monika Nitsche, Coordinator), incl. WebAssign instruction
SMLC B59  StatsPortal workshop. Everyone teaching Stat 145 is invited (Nina Greenberg)
SMLC 120  MyMathLab/MathXL workshop. Everyone teaching Math 111, 112, 215 must attend (Cathy Briand)